A 72-year-old woman with alcohol use disorder (last drink 1 week prior) and no seizure history was admitted with encephalopathy. Admission MRI demonstrated focal, edematous T2 FLAIR hyperintensities (Figure 1), and EEG showed abundant lateralized periodic discharges (LPDs) (Figure 2). Evaluation for other etiologies was negative. Treatment with multiple antiseizure medications (ASMs) led to significant clinical and radiographical improvement.

Subacute encephalopathy with seizures in alcoholics (SESA) is an underdiagnosed disorder in chronic alcoholics. EEG may show focal epileptiform activity or status epilepticus. SESA can be distinguished from alcohol withdrawal seizures because of the focality and timing: occurring either before or after the classic withdrawal period. Improvement can be achieved with prompt ASM initiation.
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Figure 2 EEG

(A) Initial EEG demonstrating lateralized periodic discharges (LPDs) maximal in the right frontocentral region on anterior-posterior longitudinal bipolar montage. (B) After treatment, EEG showing improvement.
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